The zero gap electronic bands in the monolayer graphene are shown to be unstable relative to the dynamic symmetry violation due to the electron-phonon interaction.
I. INTRODUCTION
On the face of it, the massless Dirac spectrum of the monolayer graphene is well established [1] . However, there is an evidence that some narrow gap can really exist [2] . It is usually traced back to the mutual displacement of the sublattices. The question arises: what is the nature of this displacement. One of the possibilities is the effect of structure defects. Our goal here is to investigate an alternative possibility: a dynamical symmetry break accompanied by generation of a gap (mass) due to strong enough electron-phonon interaction. Such phenomenon is well studied in the superconductivity [3] , Gross-Neveu model of the quantum field theory [4] , and the theory of organic quasi-onedimensional conductors [6] . Notice that the system dimension plays a crucial role in this problem. We are going to show, how and why this phenomenon can take place in the 2+1 space-time.
II. ELECTRON-PHONON SYSTEM OF GRAPHENE
The Lagrangian of the Dirac electron interacting with the optical phonons reads
where γ x = iσ y , γ y = −iσ x are the Pauli matrices, ψ is the 2-spinor N-component wave function, ϕ is the scalar field representing the lattice oscillation normal coordinate corresponding to the dispersionless optical phonon mode with the frequency spectrum ω (k x , k y ) = ω 0 , g is the electron-phonon interaction constant, v F is the electron velocity near the Dirac point. The number of components N stands for the number of fermion species (points K and K′in the Brillouin zone).
III. GAP EQUATION
The standard procedure of the fermion integrating away [7] from the derivative functional
leads to the effective action for the classical field ϕ :
The stationary phase condition
gives us the self-consistency equation
We have introduced the dimensionless variables and parameters:
Summing up over the Matsubara frequencies
we obtain
where Λ = Λa is the dimensionless UV cut-off, Λ = π. The following self-consistency equation for T = 0 follows:
In the case of T = 0 we have the equation
Graphical solution of these equations is illustrated in Fig. 1 . The UV cut-off is necessary in this formula for d > 1.This formula is asymptotically exact at the limit of N → ∞; otherwise it can be considered as just the mean field theory result. In the one-dimensional case, it gives for the dynamically generated mass the well known result M ∝ ϕ c = ∆ exp − 1 N g ,where cut-off ∆ stands for the electronic band width. This formula can be useful for the case of the carbone nano-tubes, which can be considered as a dimensionally reduced graphene. The gap is not zero at arbitrarily weak electron-phonon interaction in this case. The situation is different in the case of the graphene. A threshold magnitude of the interaction constant does exist in this case:
The gap will be open at g > g cr = (2π)
Putting φ to zero in Eq. (9), we obtain the phase boundary equation F (g, T ) = 0, separating the massive and zeromass phases (see Fig. 2 ).
In conclusion, we have shown that a narrow gap can be dynamically created in the monolayered graphene in the case of the strong enough electron-phonon interaction. 
